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1. the complainant in this case, state that the following is true lo the best of my knowledge and belief
.

()n or about the datets) of M@y
..-l 9-Jj!.q#-;4,.20, 2,,0 in thc county of BfgF#J# ... . .,. - . in the
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......,...- -, ........ . She delk. ndantts) violaîed:

( Aode tq-ec//tzrl

18 U.S.C. jj 1343 and 2
18 U.S.C. 55 1344 and 2
18 U.S.C. â 1349

tlttltnse De.ç-erïr//tw'l
W ire Fraud
Bank Fraud
Conspiracy/Attempt to Commit Wire and Bank Fraud

This criminal complaint is based on these facts:

SEE ATTACHED AFFIDAVIT.

W Continued on the attached sheet.
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M 'FIDAW T

1, M ichael Benivegna, being first duly sworn, hereby depose and state as follows:

INTRODUCH ON AND AGENT BACKGROUND

I make this Affidavit in support of a criminal complaint charging ANDRE CLARK

(ViCLARK'' or ttDefendant''), with wire fraud, bank fraud, attempt and conspiracy to colnmit wire

fraud and bank fraud, in violation of 18 U.S.C. jj 1343, 1344, 1349, and 2, from on or about May

19, 2020, to at least on or about June 24 2020, in the Southern District of Florida, and elsewhere

(the ttl-arget Offenses'').

Defendant has participated in a scheme to obtain by fraud millions of dollars in

forgivable loans through the Paycheck Protection Program (ûtPPP'') and other government

programs, conspiring with a person now cooperating with the investigation (CCCHS 2'') and others.

Defendant obtained a fraudulent PPP loan for his own company, Top Choice LLC (%:Top Choice''),

with CHS 2 providing falsified doctlments and submitting the application on Defendant's behalf.

Defendant also conspired to subm it a ntlmber of additional fraudulent PPP loan applications for

other companies by recruiting other confederate loan applicants, in order to receive kickbacks from

those confedemtes. To inflate the size of these PPP loans, and the corresponding kickbacks, the

conspirators relied on a variety of false statements, including by subm itting falsified bank

statements and payroll tax forms. For example, the conspirators used nearly identical versions of

the same fabricated bank statements, recycled in the PPP applications for multiple companies with

m inor changes.

The conspirators in the scheme planned or prepared at least 90 fraudulent

applications, most of which were subm itted. Based on the evidence investigators have reviewed

to date, CHS 2, Defendant, and their co-conspirators applied for PPP loans that are together worth



more than $24 million dollars, with at least approximately 42 of those loans approved and funded

for a total of approximately $17.4 million. Certain ofthose loan recipients then wired a kickback

of varying amounts, often approximately 25% of the fraudulent loan proceeds, to an account

controlled by CHS 2.

I am a Special Agent with the United States Department of The Treasury, Internal

Revenue Service, Criminal lnvestigation (û$lRS-C1'') and have 1en employed in this capacity since

October 2016. l am presently assigned to the M iami Field Oftk e. M y duties as a Special Agent

include the investigation of possible criminal violations of the lnternal Revenue Code (Title 26 of

the United States Code), the Bank Secrecy Act (Title 31 of the United States Code), and the Money

Laundering Statutes (Title l 8 of the United States Code). I graduated from the Criminal

Investigator Training Program at the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center in April 20 17 and

the Special Agent lnvestigative Techniques program at the National Criminal Investigation

Training Academy in July 2017. ln these two programs, I studied a variety of 1aw enforcement

tactics and criminal investigator techniques relating to tax and financial crimes. Since becoming

an IRS-CI Special Agent, 1 have personally investigated and assisted in investigations relating to

the Intenxal Revenue Laws and financial crimes. Recently, I have been assigned to work with the

U.S. Department of Justice and other law enforcement partners, including the Federal Bureau of

lnvestigation and the Small Business Adm inistration Offke of lnspector Genel-al, to investigate

possible fraud associated with the stimulus and economic assistance pregrams created by the

federal government in response to the COW D-19 propam.

n e facts in this Affldavit come from n1y personal observations, my training and

experience, and infbrmation obtained from other members of 1aw enforcement and from witnesses.
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This Affidavit is intended to show merely that there is sufficient probable cause and does not set

forth all of my knowledge about this matter.l

PROBABLE CAUSE

The Jkpc/lcck Protection Pros am

6. The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (EICARES'') Act is a fedeml

law enacted in or arotlnd M arch 2020 and designed to provide emergency fmancial assistance to

the millions of Americans who are suffering the economic effects caused by the COVlD-19

pandemic. One source of relief provided by the CARES Act was the authorizmtion of up to $349

billion in forgivable loans to small businesses forjob retention and certain other expenses, through

a propam referred to as the PPP. ln or around April 2020, Conpess authorized over $300 billion

in additional PPP funding.

ln order to obtain a PPP loan, a qualifying business must submit a PPP loan

application, which is signed by an authorized representative of the business. 'I'he PPP loan

application requires the business (through its authorized representative) to acknowledge the

propam rules and make certain affirmative certifications in order to be eligible to obtain the PPP

loan. ln the PPP loan application, the small business (through its authorized representative) must

state, among other things, its: (a) average monthly payroll expenses; and (b) number of employees.

These Ggures are used to calculate the amount of money the small business is eligible to receive

under the PPP. ln addition, btlsinesses applying for a PPP Ioan must provide documentation

showing their payroll expenses.

1 n e conduct and charges described in this Affidavit are part of a larger investigation that
is being conducted in this District and elsewhere. As a result, not aIl numbered sources and

anonymous individuals and entities are described in every filing. I have included in this Affidavit
only those individuals and entities I have deemed necessary to explain the particular facts set forth

here.
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8. A PPP loan application must be processed by a participating lender. lf a PPP loan

application is approved, the participating lender funds the PPP loan using its own monies, which

are 100% guaranteed by the Small Business Administration (E(SBA''). Data from the application,

including information about the borrower, the total amount of the loan, and the listed number of

employees, is transm itted by the lender to the SBA in the courst of processing the loan.

PPP loan proceeds must be used by the business on celain permissible expenses-

payroll costs, interest on mortgages, rent, and utilities. 'Ihe PPP allows the interest and principal

on the PPP loan to be entirely forgiven if the business spends the Ioan proceeds on these expense

items within a desir ated period of time after receiving the proceeds and uses a certain amount of

the PPP loan proceeds on payroll expenses.

The Scheme to Obtain Fraudulent PPP Loans

10. On or about May 13, 2020, Phillip J. Augustin (ltAtlgustin'') and CHS 2 worked

together to submit a fraudulent PPP loan application on behalf of a company owned by Augustin.

Augustin submitted a PPP loan of $84,515 to a federally insured bank (hereinafter lsBank 3,5),

through a third-party company processor (hereinafter :tBank Processor 1 '').2 The application

included bank statements that are clear forgeries, and CHS 2 has admitted that the application was

based on documents that he falsified for Augustin.3

2 Al1 banks referenced in

Corporation.

this Affidavit are insured by the Federal Deposit lnsurance

On June 25, 2020, investigators arrested CHS 2 and another jerson now cooperating with
the investigation (EtCHS 3'') and executed search warrants at their resldences. Following his arrest,
CHS 2 chose to cooperate with the investigation in the hope of obtaining favorable consideration

in connection w ith his pending charges. CHS 2 was interviewed on that day, and has continued to
cooperate with the investigation after obtaining counsel. M ost of his statements related herein
have been corroborated by records obtained from third pal-ties or recovered from his electronic
devices.
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1 1 . Following the success of that initial fraudulent PPP application, Augustin and CHS

2 began to work on obtaining more and larger PPP loans for Augustin's associates and others,

generally for several hundred thousand dollars for each loan, up to as much as approximately $1 .24

million. Based on the evidence investigators have reviewed so far, CHS 2 and Augustin

collectively coordinated applications for PPP loans that alr together worth more than $24 million

dollars. The evidence also shows many more PPP loans were attempted btlt rejected by banks c)r

their partners, or were planned and prepared, but not stlbmitted before CHS 2's arrest. The

evidence suggests that all or nearly a1I of those loan applications were fraudulent, including

Defendant's Ioan application and the applications Defendant orchestrated by refening additional

confederates to the conspiracy.

lnvestigators have obtained many other PPP Ioan applications that CHS 2 has

admitted he submitted as pal't ofthis scheme, based on falsified documents, and have also obtained

draft documents used or intended to be used in those applications or others. These applications all

follow the same pattern of fraud- many with obviously counterfeit February 2020 bank

statements, and all with fabricated IRS Forms 941 (titled, ''Employer's Quarterly Federal Tax

Return'') with the same indicia of fraud found in Augustin's initial application but generally with

even larger inflated payroll numbers, thus yielding much larger 1oans.4 CHS 2 has explained to

investigators that the figures in the Forms 941 were the product of a formula that allowed him to

start with a target loan amount, and then d%back into'' the payroll figures on the form . He explained

how he used figures that would produce an average monthly payroll for 2019 that, when multiplied

by 2.5, would yield the requested loan amount. ln turns the number of employees reported was

4 Some loan applications also included voided checks that appear to be falsified, such as a

purported Bank 5 check that appears to have been produced on a computer and, as the subject line
reads, ttconverted to PDF,'' rather than a scan of an authentic check.
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chosen based on tk tional payroll figures, chosen to avoid an average employee salary that might

raise suspicion.

CHS 2 has also explained that he tried to use bank statements showing that the

company had a Iarge balance. Because so few companies had such a statement, and likely also

because it was easier than keeping track of their true statements, CHS 2 repeatedly subm itted near-

replicas of the same falsified bank statements. In particular, CHS 2 appears to have recycled one

statement each from Bank l , Bank 6, and Bank 7. In recycling a statement, CHS 2 generally

changed only the account nunlber and the accotlnt holder's name and address, such that each

version of the statement had identical figures and line items throughout the statement.

14. A review of records for bank accounts controlled by CHS 2 at Bank 5 conf-irm CHS

2's admissions that he received numerous kickbacks, often of approximately 25%  of the amount

of the loans, and that he regularly wired Augustin a share of that kickback in the early stages of

the scheme. CHS 2 explained that they were doing so many loans by the end of M ay that he

changed course, instead wiring larger lump sums, collecting Augustin's shares of the kickbacks

for multiple loans in one w ire.

lnvestigators are still receiving and analyzing records, but based on a preliminary

analysis, as of July 24, 2020, investigators had identified a total of $2,367,765.82 in transfers to

CHS 2's accotlnts from entities that each obtained a sizable PPP loan and that were identified in

the PPP files seized from CHS 2's and another co-conspirator's residences, as described below

or from individuals associated with those entities.

The PPP loans identified above as implicated in the fbregoing kickback payments

to CHS 2 represent only a fraction of the overall scheme. In executing search warrants at the

respective residences of CHS 2 and CHS 3. federal agents found stacks of paper printed out and
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organized by entity, containing an 'iintake form,'' fabricated Forms 94l , or both for each entity.

The intake forms containtd fields for the inf-ormation needed to fabricate the documents and fill

out other aspects of the PPP application; identifying information about the onmer and company,

as well as bank account information for receiving the loan. A section at the end marked (CBELOW

IS OFFICE USE ONLY'' included blank fitlds for the ûûNumber of Employees,'' lbMonthly Payroll

Expense,'' and itSBA Loan Pre-Approval Amount.'' Between CHS 2's and CHS 3's residences,

investigators seized paper files for PPP loan applications for approximately 80 different entities.

Data obtained from the SBA showed additional PPP loan applications from

additional entities that text message and email records show had been referred to CHS 2 by

Defendant or other individuals.

The Fraudulent PPP L oan to Defendant's Companv: Top Choice

1 8. According to Florida's Division of Corporations website (û$Sunbiz''), Top Choice

LLC (%tTop Choice'') was incorporated in or around June 201 8. CLARK is listed as the company's

president and registered agent. The address listed cm Sunbiz for Top Choice, 4839 SW  Volunteer

Road Suite 226, Davie, Florida, is the same address listed for CLARK with Florida's Department

ofM otor Vehicles. Investigators visited this address and were unable to find any business named

çç-l-op Choice'' at that location. Rather, that address appears to be merely a mailbox located in a

dd US Pak-N-ship.''

19. According to Sunbiz, Top Choice was administratively dissolved in or around

September 20 19 for failure to file an annual report, lt was then reinstated on or about M arch 29,

2020, two days after the passage ofthe CARES Act.

20. According to bank records, on or about M ay 19, 2020, CLARK visited a bank in

M iramar, Florida, and opened business checking and savings accounts in the name of Top Choice.
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In opening the accounts, CLARK presented a North Carolina driver license and, to prove Florida

residence, provided a Florida Power & Light power bill in the name of çû-l-op Choice'' and at the

same address listed for the company on Sunbiz.

Residential Service.''

The power bill states that the klmte'' is for AERS-I

CLARK indicated to the bank that Top Choice had six employees and a gross

annual revenue of $200,000. However, the bank records from these accounts reveal a total of $600

in deposits (and no withdrawals) for the month of May 2020.5

'T'he day after CI-ARK opened the Top Choice bank accotlnts, a PPP Ioan

application package on behalf of Top Choice was electronically submitted to Bank 3 through Bank

Processor l . The loan application package included, among other documents: (1) purported Forms

941 for all four quarters of 2019 in the name of Top Choice; (2) a company bank statement for

Top Choice; (3) an application form; and (4) a promissory note.

23. The purported Forms 94l included in the application show quarterly payroll of

more than $500,000 each quarter, for 25 employees. That quarterly payroll figure yielded the PPP

loan application's ''Average Monthly Payroll'' figure of $195,426, which determined the $488,565

amount of the loan. Each was signed by hand with the name t'Andre Clark'' as the company owner,

and also listed CLARK as the company-s designee and as a k'Paid Preparer,'' though he is not a

paid tax preparer. The Top Choice Forms 94l follow the same style and pattern as the many other

Forms 94 1 that CHS 2, described above, acknowledged that he helped create and submit in the

course of the scheme, including in the indicia of fraud.6 lRS records show that Top Choice did

5 The only activity in June 2020 consisted of the deposit of the PPP loan proceeds. The

accounts were frozen on or about M ay 26, 2020.

6 As noted above, CLARK was listed as both owner and paid preparer. Dozens of other
Forms 94l submitted in this scheme evidence the same error. CHS 2 has admitted that these
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not, in fact, file any Form s 94l for any quarter of 2019 or the first quarter of 2020, and Florida

Depal-tment of Revenue records show that Top Choice did not report any wages or employees for

that same period.

24. The purported company bank statement, which was submitted in electronic format

is a clear forgery. First, the statement purports to be for the month of February 2020, prior to the

date that account was opened. Second, according to the decument's file ''properties,'' the statement

was created using CIPDFFILLER,'' a program used to edit electronic PDF tsles, and was çlmodified

using i'rext.''

25. The application form, labeled at the top dspayment Protection Program Borrower

Application Form,'' listed CLARK as the owner of Top Choice, claimed the company had 25

employees, and stated that the average monthly payroll was $ l 95,426. Based on this figure, the

amount of the PPP loan request was $488,565. The application form required the borrower to

electronically initial a number ofibcertitkationss'' including: (1) that the applicant was in operation

on February 15, 2020 and had employees to whom it paid salaries/payroll taxes or paid independent

contractors, as reported on Formts) l 099; (2) that the funds would be used to retain.workers,

maintain payroll, or make lmodgage/intel-est/lease/utility payments as specified by the PPP rule

documents share that feature because he misunderstood the form, and he (or someone following
his instructions) prepared all of the Forms 94l at issue. The content of the forms also indicate
falsification. All four quarterly forms are nearly identical, and the four forms for Top Choice are

identical, down to the penny, in reported figures. They also evidence a pattern of payroll spending

that is likely false: each of the quarters shows significant increases from the first to second to third
month of the quarter. For each identical form , the same figures are reported for the tax liability
incurred in the first month of each quarter, the same figure for the second month of each qualter

(increased substantially from the Grst month), and the same figure for the third month of the qualter
(increased substantially from the second month). The result is that the company reports a perfectly
repeating cycle of ascending payroll costs within each quarter. CHS 2 has explained that this was
due to a formula he used, allocating different percentages of the quarterly payroll tax liability to

each month of each quarter.
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and that unauthorized use could result in charges for fraud; and (3) that the information provided

in the application, including in supporting docunwnts, was tstrue and accurate in all material

respects,'' and that making false statements could result in crim inal charges. The application was

electronically signed with the name çtAndre Clarkj'' and each certification was electronically

initialed iiAC.''

26. 'T'he prom issory note, labeled at the top kipaycheck Protection Prog am Loan,'' set

forth the amount of the loan ($488,565) and its terms (including that the proceeds could only be

used for business purposes). The terms also specified that the borrower may apply for loan

forgiveness only in an amount equal to the sum of certain specified costs: payroll costs, interest on

mortgage obligations, rent obligations, and utility payments. The promissory note further specified

that not more than 25% of the amount of forgiveness can be attributable to non-payroll costs.

Additionally, the prom issory note contained a iill.epresentations and W arranties'' section for the

borrower to acknowledge, among other things that 'sthe information provided in all supporting

documents and forms to obtain this loan'' were true and accurate. The promissol'y note was

electronically signed with the name 'kAndrew Clark.''

Based on the representations made in the loan application paperwork and

supporting documents, the PPP loan application for Top Choice was approved, and on or about

June l , 2020, Bank 3 wired approximately $488,565 in loan proceeds into the Top Choice bank

account.
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CHS 2 Confirmed to Law Enforcement that the Top Choice PppLoan Was Fraudulent and

that C'Z-4WA Referred Others to the Scheme

28. lnvestigators spoke w ith CHS 2 about CLARK and the Top Choice PPP loan. CHS

2 stated that he had met CLARK through Augustin. According to CHS 2, the three of them met

on a number of occasions (sometimes at a gas station in Broward County) and discussed CLARK'S

PPP loans as well as CLARK 'S refen'als, for which CLARK would receive a small cut. As stated

above, CHS 2 and Augustin had already agreed to share the 25% kickback payments that CHS 2

would usually receive from referrals, including from CLARK'S referrals.

As to the Top Choice PPP loan, CHS 2 confirmed that the loan application was

fraudulent and stated that he had assisted CLARK in preparing and sublnitting it. Specifkally,

CHS 2 stated that he discussed the details of the loan with CLARK, including the amount of the

loan and the number of employees claimed cm the application.CHS 2 also explained to CLARK

that he would need a bank account and need to hire employees in order to make the loan look

legitimate.

Additionally CHS 2 stated that he: (l) created for CLARK an online account for

Top Choice with Bank Processor 1 ; (2) cmated and submitted the fake Top Choice bank statement;

and (3) created, submitted, and signed (on behalf of CLARK), the false Forms 941 . According to

CHS 2, he did not recall signing the application form or prom issory note, but he was uncertain on

this point. Bank Processor l 's IP records for the Top Choice loan application show that a computer

with an IP address (ending in l 70) associated with CHS 2's residence in Broward County, Florida,

logged into the Top Choice loan account as early as M ay 19, 2020.

CHS 2 also stated that, in addition to the Top Choice loan, CLARK refbrred to him

a number of t-riends/associates for the purpose of creating and submitting additional fraudulent

PPP loans. As stated above, CHS 2 and Augustin would share the kickback payments for these
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referrals. CH S 2 stated that he did not know how CLARK got paid for his referrals but that

Augustin told him that CLARK was getting a cut.

Emails and Text M essazes Conflrm CLARK'S Knowinz Participation in the Fraud

32. As pa14 of its investigation, law enforcement obtained communications between

CHS 2 and CLARK, including text messages and emails. l have reviewed a number of these

communications, which discuss, among other things, CLARK'S PPP loan and the loans for the

individuals and companies he referred to CHS 2.

For exanlple, on or about M ay 19, 2020, CHS 2 sent CLARK a text message that

stated: ;;Hi Andre this is (CHS 2) lock in my number l am working on your file l need social

security number and date of birth.'' CLARK responded with his date of birth and social security

number. That same day, CLARK texted CHS 2 his email address, and CHS 2 responded: ûûcheck

your email and activate your account Just open email and click the link.''

On or about M ay 20, 2020, CLARK forwarded CHS 2 an email he had received

from Bank Processor 1 with the subject, tdYou have an offer for the Paycheckprotection Program.''

The email stated: t'Andre, the SBA has finished reviewing your application and you've been

approved for your Paycheck Protection Program loan. Accept your offkr to access more

information, including the next steps.'' The email included a link button to click, labeled tiAccept.''

35. On or about M ay 20, 2020, CLARK separately texted CHS 2 with information that

appears to relate to a different fraudulent loan application. In the text message, CLARK provided:

(1) a social security number; (2) date of birth; (3) email address; (4) business start date; and (5)

state of incorpomtion. (CHS 2 explained that CLARK was serving as a refkrral source, or

middleman, between CHS 2 and the applicant, in exchange for a small fee). Afler getting the

information from CLARK, CHS 2 responded that he needed a check from the business. CLARK
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asked by text message: 'tshould he go to the bank in the morning and get temporary checks while

he order somel?l,'' to which CHS 2 responded iilyles we need check.''

36. On or about M ay 27, 2020, CLARK sent a text message to CHS 2 w ith information

regarding another, different referral. This information provided by CLARK included, among other

things: (1 ) the individual's name, address, date of birth, social security number, and e-mail address',

(2) the individual's business name, business address, EIN, and busintss start date; and (3) bank

account and routing numbers. On or about M ay 28, 2020, regarding this same referral, CHS 2

texted CIaARK that he needed i$a february statement from her credit union make stlre if she cant

download and send in pdf she takes a good picture of it so i can modify it.''

37. On or about M ay 30, 2020, CLARK texted CHS 2: tçldow many I gave you so far

that is working besides the first two ones already completed (...) l want at least 10 more people

within the next few days.''

38. During my review of CLARK'S communications with CHS 2, l found what appears

to be information pertaining to at least 14 different individuals and at least 15 associated corporatt

entities. Further investigation, including review of data collected by the SBA and bank records,

to date has identified PPP loans totaling more than $3.5 million con-esponding to these names and

entities.

CLARK'S Bankinz aglc//v//y Conf-trms His Knowinz Participation in the Fraud

39. l have also reviewed Top Choice's and CHS 2's bank records, which conflrm

CLARK'S receipt of the PPP loan proceeds. Specifically, on or about June 1, 2020, Bank 3 wired

the loan amount, $488,565, into the Top Choice account. As discussed above, however, Top

Choice's accounts were frozen on or about M ay 26, 2020, so CLARK could not access the PPP

loan funds.
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40. According to an invtstigator at Top Choice*s bank, CLARK called the bank

numerous times and then visited the bank's Mitamar branch location in order to get his accounts

unfroz-en. During a phone conversation with CLARK
, the bank investlgator asked CIaARK about

the FPL powcr bill he had submitted when opening his account. which tlw investigator believed

was a tbrgery. CLARK denied ever submitting the power bill. W hen the invcstigator asked

CI-ARK about his PPP application, CLARK stated he would need to sptak to his accoununt.

W hen asked for the namc of his accountants CLARK would not providc a name. Finally, when

the investigator told CLARK that his PPP loan was stlspected as fraudulent
, CLARK simply stated

-ithank you'' and hung tlp.

CO NCLUSION

Based on the fbrgoing. I rcspectfklly submit that therc is probable cause to helieve

that ANDRE CLARK committed the Targeî Offenses.

FURTHER Y()tJR AFFIAN'I' SAYE')'I''H NAUGHT

MI CI-IA E 1- B E N I VE GNA
Special Agent

IRS-CI

Attested to by the applicant in accordance
with the requirements of Qd. R. Crim . P. 4.1
by telephone on this 

-.X - I7ay ofAugust. 2020

Hok PATRICK M. SIUNT
UNITED STATES MAGI STRATE JtJIIGIn'
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